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Volkswagen Jetta is a compact car developed and manufactured by the Volkswagen Group.
Manufactured since It is based on VW Golf. Unlike Golf with a standard hatchback body
shortened , the standard Jetta body is a classic sedan. The name of the model comes from the
German designation of high-altitude jet streams â€” Jet-stream. The following year, after the
launch of the VW Golf, new body variants for this car were developed in order to increase the
luggage space in the style of a classic sedan. In addition to the increased trunk, the new car
differed in some details of the front part. According to the type of body in mass production, the
first two generations of the model Jetta I and Jetta II were produced with two- or four-door
sedans, the subsequent â€” only four-door. In small-scale or piece production, by various firms
not belonging to the Volkswagen Group, the Jetta was produced as a convertible and combi.
With the body of the station wagon, the Vento Variant was planned for release, but in the batch
production, the Golf Variant was replaced. From a number of Jetta five-door station wagon was
produced Bora Bora Variant. Subsequently, this model was supposed to be produced as a
separate model from the Jetta , with the following types of bodies except the classic ones: sport
lifestyles, cabriolets and coupes as a replacement for VW Corrado , stopped in , but only Variant
was launched. By December , Volkswagen announced the release of the all-road version of the
Jetta Alltrack. Related Posts. Your email address will not be published. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. If you have any questions, please
contact with us. Necessary cookies are absolutely essential for the website to function properly.
This category only includes cookies that ensures basic functionalities and security features of
the website. These cookies do not store any personal information. Any cookies that may not be
particularly necessary for the website to function and is used specifically to collect user
personal data via analytics, ads, other embedded contents are termed as non-necessary
cookies. It is mandatory to procure user consent prior to running these cookies on your

website. Volkswagen Jetta. Leave a Reply Cancel reply Your email address will not be
published. Contact Contact Us. This website uses cookies to improve your experience. We'll
assume you're ok with this, but you can opt-out if you wish. Accept Read More. Close Privacy
Overview This website uses cookies to improve your experience while you navigate through the
website. Out of these, the cookies that are categorized as necessary are stored on your browser
as they are essential for the working of basic functionalities of the website. We also use
third-party cookies that help us analyze and understand how you use this website. These
cookies will be stored in your browser only with your consent. You also have the option to
opt-out of these cookies. But opting out of some of these cookies may affect your browsing
experience. Necessary Necessary. Non-necessary Non-necessary. Introduced for the first time
40 years ago, the Volkswagen Jetta is a compact sedan manufactured by German automaker
Volkswagen. Since its introduction in this small family vehicle has undergone changes
throughout its seven generations. First introduced as the best-selling European car in the U.
The introductory Jetta model was also built with a MacPherson strut setup in front and a
twist-beam rear suspension. The second generation Volkswagen Jetta, known as the Mark 2
series , was the longest running model in the lineup. While the suspension system and power
was largely unchanged in this model, this Jetta series increased in size and could seat five
people instead of four. The trunk on this model also became as large as some full-sized
American sedans. Interior room also increased by 14 percent, which changed the EPA class
from sub-compact to compact. Instead, this third generation Volkswagen sedan became the
Volkswagen Vento. Despite having to change the name to attempt to appeal to a younger crowd
in Europe, the success of the former Volkswagen model convinced the automaker to keep the
Jetta name and even exterior design going into the third generation. Despite looking much like
the Mark 2, this Jetta model included performance refinements like improved aerodynamics, a
new structure that now met worldwide crash standards and even became the most
environmentally friendly Volkswagen model thanks to the use of recycled plastics and paint
without heavy metals. The birth of a new millennium brought with it the production of the fourth
generation Jetta, which would became the Volkswagen Bora in many countries, including parts
of Greece, Russia, Turkey, and in the Sliven region of Bulgaria, but the Jetta name would
continue throughout North America. While the name would stay the same, this Volkswagen
sedan would receive a complete remodel with a less boxy frame and more rounded shape and
the first of its kind whiptenna, which incurs less drag than traditional antennas. This generation
also included options like rain sensing windshield wipers and automatic climate control and
even the first of its kind turbodiesel engine. While the fifth edition of the Jetta, which was
released in , looked a while lot like the former model this Volkswagen model offered a new
direction for the Volkswagen brand thanks to a longer wheelbase than the previous models as
well as a new chrome front grille. This Jetta model was also the first of its kind to receive a new
smaller, more powerful, and more fuel efficient, 1. The last two models of the Volkswagen Jetta
introduced what is now known today as the new compact sedan that would take on competitors
like the Toyota Corolla, Honda Civic and Nissan Sentra. This Volkswagen model was also the
first of its kind to be offered in a hybrid model and the Jetta was even named the Best New Car
for Teens by U. I'd love to be emailed when a new, high quality document is available for my
Volkswagen Jetta. My email address is:. By using this website, you automatically accept that we
use cookies. What for? Toggle navigation. Home Workshop Manuals Volkswagen Jetta.
Volkswagen Jetta Introduced for the first time 40 years ago, the Volkswagen Jetta is a compact
sedan manufactured by German automaker Volkswagen. First Generation First introduced as
the best-selling European car in the U. Second Generation The second generation Volkswagen
Jetta, known as the Mark 2 series , was the longest running model in the lineup. Fourth
Generation The birth of a new millennium brought with it the production of the fourth generation
Jetta, which would became the Volkswagen Bora in many countries, including parts of Greece,
Russia, Turkey, and in the Sliven region of Bulgaria, but the Jetta name would continue
throughout North America. Fifth Generation While the fifth edition of the Jetta, which was
released in , looked a while lot like the former model this Volkswagen model offered a new
direction for the Volkswagen brand thanks to a longer wheelbase than the previous models as
well as a new chrome front grille. Latest Volkswagen Jetta The last two models of the
Volkswagen Jetta introduced what is now known today as the new compact sedan that would
take on competitors like the Toyota Corolla, Honda Civic and Nissan Sentra. Get notified for new
files? We'll send you a quick email when a new Volkswagen Jetta document is added.
Volkswagen Jetta Workshop Manual. Volkswagen Jetta Misc Document. Related Models.
Volkswagen Official Website. Never miss out: Get notified when new Volkswagen Jetta
documents are added. About Manuals. Connect with us. Do you have a question about the
Volkswagen Jetta or do you need help? Ask your question here. Provide a clear and

comprehensive description of the issue and your question. The more detail you provide for your
issue and question, the easier it will be for other Volkswagen Jetta owners to properly answer
your question. View the manual for the Volkswagen Jetta here, for free. This manual comes
under the category Cars and has been rated by 1 people with an average of a 7. This manual is
available in the following languages: English. Below, you will find the most frequently asked
questions about the Volkswagen Jetta Is your question not listed? Ask a question. About the
Volkswagen Jetta Volkswagen Jetta specifications. Related product manuals. Frequently Asked
Questions Below, you will find the most frequently asked questions about the Volkswagen Jetta
How do I convert miles into kilometres? The location of the VIN number of the car differs per
brand and type of car. The code may be stamped on the frame of the car or mounted on a plate.
It is best to consult the manual of the Volkswagen Jetta for the exact location of the VIN
number. What is a VIN number? The VIN number of a car is an identification number unique to
each car. When does my Volkswagen need maintenance? Regular maintenance is necessary for
every car. How often the car needs maintenance and what exactly needs to be done can be
found in the maintenance instructions. For major periodic service, this should generally be
done every 2 years or after 30, kilometres. When should I change the brake fluid of my
Volkswagen? It is recommended to change the brake fluid every two years. What is the
difference between E10 and E5 petrol? E10 petrol consists of up to ten per cent ethanol while E5
petrol will contain less than five per cent ethanol. As a result, the percentage of E10 petrol is
lower than that of E5 petrol, making it less bad for the environment. One or more doors won't
open from the inside. Now what? The lock is most likely set to the child safety lock so it cannot
be opened from the inside. How to unset the child safety lock differs per brand and type. My car
radio does not turn on, now what? If your car radio does not turn on, it will not receive any
power. Check that the red wire is connected to the contact power supply and the yellow wire to
the constant power supply. Volkswagen Jetta Workshop Manual L We'll send you a quick email
a new Volkswagen Jetta document is added. Spam free: Maximum of 1 email per month.
Donations are totally optional, if you can't afford a few dollars right now please don't feel
pressured, but if you can Pretty please could you help? Show full PDF. Get your hands on the
complete Volkswagen factory workshop software. Check out our popular Volkswagen Jetta
Manuals below:. Summary of Content. Appropriate control modules must be obtained from the
parts department based on the Vehicle Identification Number VIN and engine code. Appropriate
ignition keys must be obtained from the parts department based on the key number. This is only
possible with the VAS tester. If no fault is detected in the wiring: - Replace accelerator pedal
position sender, item 4 Vehicles with automatic transmission 01M - Adapt control module for
automatic transmission: Continued for all vehicles - Check DTC memory: - Read out readiness
code: - If the DTC memory has been erased or the engine control module separated from the
permanent positive, the readiness code must be generated again. Ground connection point is
located under battery. Using the test box V. NOTE: - Before connecting test leads the correct
measuring range on the tester must be adjusted. Otherwise the electronic components can be
destroyed! G with auxiliary cables from V. G for testing. Before replacing the particular
components, test wiring and connections and, particularly if specified values are below 10
Ohms, repeat resistance measurement on component. Indicated on display Adaption Q Erase
learned values? NOTE: The identity of the engine control module is read into the immobilizer
control module when next switching the ignition on. Tracks are navigational aids, like the grid
lines on a map, but they are invisible on the diagrams. They are only identified by numbers at
the bottom of the diagram. Track , Track , and so on. Switch ignition on and select engine
control module with "Address word" Connecting scan tool and selecting engine control module.
If "G" is not evident in control module identification, activate cruise control system. For
problems forward of the antenna system: - Continue with Section 3a. For problems at antenna
system: Skip to Section 3b. For problems at antenna systems: Tip: All checks should be done
outdoors away from buildings. Section 3a - Problems forward of antenna system - First verify
connection at Radio check for bent or crushed connections and proper fit. If all connections
appear ok: - Ground antenna lead at radio or attach external antenna mast to radio unit check
for reception. If reception does not return; - Replace radio unit. If connection issue is at glass or
on glass: - Glass must be replaced. Repeat input. Antennas All models use four antennas items
, 4- qty. Above left side window. In upper section of rear lid. Above right side window. This
automatically checks all control modules installed in the vehicle. A maximum of 4 DTCs can be
stored simultaneously. Sporadic malfunctions are automatically cancelled if they are not
repeated in next 50 engine starts. The information displayed is used in conjunction with a DTC
table which has information on the possible causes for pin-pointed repair steps. Printout must
be attached to the repair order. When procedure applies to vehicles within the New Vehicle
Limited Warranty, use the table. Malfunctioning ECM. Production Solution Not Applicable.

Service If vehicle exhibits this condition use the following table as a guide for repairs: - Erase
DTC memory, road test vehicle and recheck for any stored DTC's. Warranty Information only. No
Special Parts required. Always see ETKA for the latest part s information. Relay is marked with
number "" -arrow-. Page Volkswagen Canada, Inc. Pump activation while stopping the vehicle
must occur. Engine control module remains disconnected. Checking voltage supply terminal 15
- Measure supply voltage with multimeter and aux. Specification: min. Therefore considerable
driving characteristic problems may occur depending on vehicle mileage. For replacement of
component, a new adaptation must be performed. Requirements Authorized key available.
NOTE: If all components are being replaced, a new key set must be used. Start engine and
select "Address word" 01 of engine control module. Engine must be running at idling speed.
Specification: At least The engine control module remains disconnected. If the voltage supply
and wiring is OK: - Replace engine control module. Therefore, all keys must be adapted to the
new cluster. If more than one key has been adapted, the vehicle can only be started immediately
with the last key adapted. The VAG dealership number workshop code will be stored in the
immobilizer control module when adapting ignition keys. Requirements - All ignition keys
currently in use on vehicle must be available. If no old ignition key is available see "Lost key
procedure". Warning light for anti-theft immobilizer -K lights up for approx. Warning light for
anti-theft immobilizer -K flashes once briefly after the last ignition key is adapted signifying the
sequence is completed. NOTE: - If the warning light flashes continuously, key adapting
procedure is faulty and must be performed again. When the ignition is switched off the time is
not registered. Adapting of ignition keys is automatically terminated when: - The total number of
keys to be adapted is reached. If there is no malfunction stored, adapting of keys has been
successfully completed. In order to avoid interference with electronic components, switch to
the correct test range on the multimeter before connecting the test leads. Before replacing the
particular components, test wiring and connections and, particularly if specified values are
below 10 Ohms, repeat resistance measurement on the component. No Special Tools required.
Always check with your Parts Dept. Adapting has been performed successfully. To store the
values: - Switch ignition off. NOTE: If the basic setting of the control module is interrupted, the
cause could be one of the following: - The test conditions were not fulfilled. When next
switching on ignition the basic setting is automatically performed again. Kick-Down Point,
Learning Kick-Down Point, Learning Following replacement of the engine control module or the
accelerator pedal, vehicles with automatic transmissions must relearn the kick-down point.
Switch ignition on and select engine control module with "Address word" 01 Connecting scan
tool and selecting engine control module. Production Solution No production change required.
Service Symptoms Sunroof inoperative. Sunroof will not close stuck open or stuck open in the
tilt position. Sunroof operates erratically opens when sunroof switch is turned to the tilt
position or tilts when sunroof switch is turned to the open position. Tip: This information
applies to fault codes stored in addresses 01, 11 or Guided Fault Finding. Group 01 number
dated January 19, due to additional model year and to add DTC Vehicle Information Technical
Background Diagnostic aid. If concern is poor FM reception: - Disconnect all amplifiers, tune
radio to high-powered station for your area. If reception is indicated: - Disconnect that amplifier
and move on to next amplifier. If at any point in reconnecting amplifiers there is a loss in
reception and there are no connection issues: - Replace that amplifier and check again. If
corrosion is found: - Clean mount and apply anti-seize gel to mounting. For example, the
reference in this diagram is to track , which is on another diagram. Internal connections are
current carrying and are listed to allow tracing of current flow inside components and wiring
harness. In all wiring diagrams the same component designation code is used for a particular
component. For example, always "A" for the battery. Standard equipment is found on all
vehicles regardless of which engine or optional equipment is installed. The Standard Equipment
diagrams can be found at Power and Ground Distribution diagrams, or via a component name
on the Master Diagram Index at the vehicle level diagrams. The Engine Specific diagrams can be
found at Powertrain Management diagrams, or via a component name on the Master Diagram
Index at the vehicle level diagrams. Page Vehicle Information Sunroof and Central Control
Module -J Diagnosis Technical Background Sunroof may malfunction or fail to operate due to
low battery voltage, battery being discharged, battery being disconnected, power to sunroof
being interrupted while in operation, or a faulty central control module. First perform the
following: - Verify that battery voltage and condition are OK. Charge and load test as necessary.
If battery voltage is low: - Correct reason for low battery voltage. But before going to the
diagram named Track , again make note of the current track that you are leaving, which is Track
8. Track After arriving at the diagram named Track , locate track at the bottom of the diagram.
Follow the imaginary track grid line toward the top of the diagram looking for a box labeled 8 the
track you are coming from. NOTE: It is equally important that you always know the track that

you are coming from as well as the one you are going to. The circuit designations may also be
used to identify switch connector terminals switch circuits. In this condition the throttle valve is
pulled into an emergency running position by a mechanical spring in the throttle valve control
module. The values that both angle senders provide in the emergency running position are
stored by the engine control module. Thereafter the throttle valve is opened a predetermined
value. If this value is achieved, the throttle valve is again switched so that it is not supplied with
voltage. Now the mechanical spring must pull the throttle valve to the previously learned
emergency running position within a predetermined period spring test. Then the throttle valve is
closed by the throttle valve positioner and the values, which are supplied by the angle senders
in the throttle valve control module are stored by the engine control module. Indicated on
display: Adaptation Enter channel number XX - Press buttons and to select "channel 50". The
next 3 attempts are not permitted for at least 10 minutes. During this time, the ignition must
remain constantly switched on. Indicated on display: Channel 50 Adaptation Q Store changed
value? During this time, the ignition must remain on. G A multimeter - V. G A Adapter set - V.
These positions are stored in the control module. The feedback of the throttle valve position is
via both angle senders for throttle valve drive. Adapting sequence must be performed if: - The
throttle valve control module is removed and installed - The throttle valve control module is
replaced - If when installing another engine another throttle valve control module is installed The engine control module is replaced. If the engine control module switches the throttle valve
positioner so that it is without voltage during normal operation, this is indicated by the
increased and hunting idling speed. The engine reacts slowly to accelerator changes. Installing
Install in reverse order of removal. Metric wire sizes indicate cross-sectional area in square
millimeter mm sq. Leaving hydraulic unit loose will aid in brake line reinstallation - Remove four
plugs from the top of the hydraulic unit one at a time and insert each brake fluid line and tighten
to 14 Nm 10 ft. NOTE: Prior to reinstalling brake fluid lines, make certain ends of lines and
hydraulic unit holes are clean - Remove yellow plastic plugs and red bracket from hydraulic unit
- Insert brake fluid lines and tighten to 14 Nm 10 ft. They can be used on at least 2 more
vehicles. Only one repair kit will be allocated for every 3 vehicles - Tighten bolts for hydraulic
unit to bracket to 8 Nm 71 in. ON or OFF arrow. The printout must be attached to the repair
order. Page 59 If no apparent connection problems: - Replace amplifier. Antennas: All models
use four antennas , Antenna amplifiers: All models use four antenna amplifiers Under these
conditions the actual measured value is not shown because at low road speed the radiant heat
from the vehicle engine will cause a false reading. Installing - Installation is reverse of removal.
Continue to antenna lead diagnosis. Page - Reinstall air filter box and secure with 2 screws and
tighten to 6 Nm 53 in. Malfunction - Engine does not start when starting, engine runs and stalls
after approx. Possible cause - DTC -"Engine control module blocked" is stored in DTC memory
The immobilizer control module electronics have not released the engine control module!
Malfunction - "Fail" appears in odometer display in instrument cluster and engine does not start
- An incorrect secret number has been entered 3 times Corrective measure - Perform "Login
procedure" function The recall is expected to begin during february Owners should contact
Volkswagen at Indicated on display example only 06ACM 1. Identification number, digit, VW For
new control modules, place holders are indicated before adaptation instead of the Vehicle
Identification Number VIN and the identification number of the immobilizer. The number of
stored DTCs appears in the display. X DTC recognized! No DTC recognized! Without
Manufacturer Scan Tool The manufacturer does not provide a procedure for reading diagnostic
trouble codes without a scan tool. Requirements - DTC memory has been checked. Measuring
values, interpreting Display group - Press buttons once and twice to enter display group
number Service Procedure For concerns of poor radio reception: - Use the following as a guide
for trouble shooting. Section 1 - Antenna systems by vehicle Tip: For more detail see Repair
Manual Group Communication of the vehicle you are working on. DTC memory is now erased.
DTC memory was not checked If this appears in the display, the test sequence is faulty. The
blade of the H has a width of 1mm. Engine must not be started again for approximately two
minutes. Select operating mode, vehicle system and function: - Press "Vehicle Self-Diagnosis"
selection on display. Display will indicate the control module identification and the coding.
Display will indicate all relevant diagnostic functions. NOTE: If the throttle valve control module
is replaced, the new control module must without fail be adapted to the engine control module.
On vehicles fitted with an automatic transmission the transmission control module must also be
adapted. Then switch ignition on and select engine control module with the "Address word" 01
Connecting scan tool and selecting engine control module. NOTE: - The reason why the display
in display zone 1 increases and the display in display zone 2 decreases is because the
potentiometers angle senders in the throttle valve control module run in opposite directions.
The more the throttle valve is opened the higher the voltage; percentage figure increases.

Coding variations. Control module identification and coding are indicated on display e. NOTE:
The code unit entered and shown on the display will not be used by the Motronic control
module until the ignition has been switched off once. An incorrect coding leads to: - Engine
running malfunctions gear change jerks, load change jerks, etc. Antennas All models use four
antennas. Integrated into rear glass The trim plate is clipped onto the switch housing. If the trim
is released instead of the switch during removal, the trim must be re-clipped onto the switch
housing afterwards. Remove switches with connected wiring from instrument panel opening
prior to disconnecting electrical connection on rear of switch. NOTE: Switch blank-out covers
where applicable are removed in the same manner as switches. Protect trim in area of switch
with adhesive tape before removing switch. Only pull out from the top. Before beginning repairs
on the electrical system: - Obtain the anti-theft radio security code. Also check operation of
clock and power windows. Removing - Using a screwdriver with a protected tip carefully unclip
control head trim at locations indicated by -arrows-. Get notified when we add a new
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